Over One Hundred Years Strong Through the Eyes of Two Centenarians

By Ryan Lundgren and Christopher John Stephens

The anxiety about growing old and dying can be obsessive for some but others embrace the challenge. Today, Sampan explores this duality through the eyes of two local centenarians and two experts on aging.

On January 1, 2024, according to the Chinese Lunar Calendar, Amy Guen turned 101 years old. She keeps health at the forefront of her mind. “If I don’t, the doctors will!” she chuckled as we wrapped up our long conversation about her family’s history as providers of traditional Chinese medicine, her long career as a pioneering social worker and activist in Boston, and her personal philosophy for keeping healthy.

Born in 1924 as the oldest of 6 children, Guen’s family lived above her family’s traditional Chinese medicine shop — at that time referred to as the Chinese Herbalism Shop in Boston’s Chinatown. Guen’s grandfather immigrated to the United States to open his herbalist business to serve the Chinese laborers who were busy building the tracks for America’s Transcontinental Railroad. Her father followed in her grandfather’s footsteps but unfortunately, Guen’s time with her father would be short; as he died when she was only 10 years old after her mother had died not long before when she was 8.

Guen graduated from Boston College with a degree in social work in 1952 and immediately found a job. She quickly became very interested in how she could improve the health of the neighborhood, much like her father and grandfather did as herbalists. She helped lead projects in the 70s and 80s like the South Cove Community Health Center and South Cove Manor, a nursing home for Chinese speaking seniors. With this long career as a social worker focused on public health, she became identified as a pioneer in Boston for culturally competent social work.

Guen firmly believes that eating simple foods with consistent balance is important for maintaining a healthy lifestyle. “I eat a lot of green vegetables, simple and natural foods. The trick is to eat with your head and not with your eyesight. Look for health with a capital H”. Dr. Alice Lichtenstein, a Senior Scientist and Director of the Cardiovascular Nutrition Team at the Jean Mayer USDA Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging at Tufts University, affirms Guen’s theory, about eating. When Sampan asked Lichtenstein how people can add years to your life, she encouraged us to: “Prepare the majority of food at home and take advantage of sales on healthy in-season foods. Stock the freezer with frozen vegetables and fruits. They tend to be more affordable than fresh and have a long shelf life. Nutritionaly they are as or more nutritious than fresh. Because they are already washed and cut up they are convenient for incorporating into soups, stews and stir fries, making it more likely their presence in the diet will be increased. Eat whole grains instead of refined grains to maintain adequate fiber intake and try to get more protein from plant sources rather than meat sources as it’s good for both dietary quality and the environment.”

Phil Schwartz is 102 years old. He will turn 103 in February. He is a World War II Veteran who grew up during the Great Depression in a very poor home. His father supported the family by cleaning the streets through the WPA for quite a while and his mother was a particularly savvy cook who could make a lot with a little. He met Miriam Perlsey and married her shortly after he was drafted and sent to Italy for a few years, where he served in the 34th Infantry Division. He remembers that his wife Miriam (Mim) was wonderful. “If you knew her for five minutes, you liked her. My wife and I lived for each other, for many, many years. She passed from pancreatic cancer about ten years ago and she was the focus of my life.”

Schwartz describes that in the past ten years, he tries to exercise daily and uses the stationary bicycle in the building. He used to be a smoker but gave it up. “I think that’s helped me live longer. My doctor told me ‘you’re quitting’ and I went outside and smoked one fewer.”

Continued on Page 5

Chinatown YMCA Supports Migrant Families in Boston

By Tony Le

In the heart of Boston, where the city’s vibrant tapestry is woven with threads of diverse cultures, the migrant situation emerges as a narrative embodying the hopes, struggles, and resilience of those who have journeyed great distances in pursuit of a better life. At the forefront of this story is the Chinatown YMCA's Migrant Support Program, integral to the city’s response to the challenges faced by migrants. Boston, historically shaped by waves of immigration, witnesses a resurgence of its immigrant population in the second half of 2023, due to political turmoil in such nations as Haiti. Through a combination of outreach, advocacy, and direct support services, the program has become a lifeline for many navigating the unfamiliar terrain of a new culture and society. From language barriers to legal complexities, the challenges faced by migrants are multifaceted, and the program's holistic approach seeks to address these challenges comprehensively.

The Chinatown YMCA’s Migrant Support Program, led by Kathryn Sanders, marks a pivotal moment in community-driven assistance. The urgency of comprehensive community support initiatives like the one spearheaded by the Chinatown YMCA, illuminate stories that paint a comprehensive picture of the complexities, triumphs, and ongoing efforts surrounding the migrant situation in Boston.

The program began in the fall of 2023 when the Massachusetts state government set up an overnight shelter for migrant families. Kathryn Sanders, identifying a critical gap in daytime support, propelled the Chinatown YMCA into action.

“I’m proud of the fact that we all came together to make this happen,” Sanders said. “This decision transformed the YMCA from a recreational space to a hub of safety and nurturing for families in need... We grew from just providing basic necessities to becoming a comprehensive support system addressing not just INSIDE THIS ISSUE
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Immigration Update 1/12/24

By Jeff Millman

According to government estimates, it takes three to four months for federal immigration authorities to process temporary employment authorization for most legal applicants. Many immigrants in Massachusetts have been waiting much longer. In an article published just before the end of the year, The Boston Globe spoke to a number of immigrants in Massachusetts who applied for work authorization. Some have been waiting six months, others nine. This is despite Massachusetts lawmakers’ attempts to improve waiting times by expanding legal aid to immigrants across the state.

As Sampan reported in these pages last month, 13 non-profit legal service organizations received $780,000 from Massachusetts Attorney General Andrea Campbell’s office as part of the Immigrant Legal Services Grant Program. The state also partnered with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to host a work authorization clinic for migrants in shelters, the goal being to get eligible people working authorization two to three weeks after attending a clinic rather than three to four months. Other local organizations are stepping in: the Commonwealth Corporation Foundation is offering free job training to people who are waiting for their work permits to be approved. The Massachusetts Immigrant and Refugee Advocacy Coalition (MIRA) is hosting their 20th annual Immigrant Day at the State House on March 28, during which they will advocate for a number of legislative proposals to improve the immigration process. The state is throwing everything it can at a broken immigration system to make things a little easier.

Yet like the multiheaded Hydra of ancient mythology, no matter how much you cut off, government bureaucracy it seems to grow twofold in response. Complicated paperwork and unhelpful automated systems present barriers to immigrants who are trying to get approved to work. In response to the difficulties immigrants in Massachusetts are facing, AG Campbell and a coalition of state attorneys general sent a letter to the Department of Homeland Security at the beginning of December urging a number of actions, including “allowing migrants to apply for work authorization at the same time they request permission to enter the country, granting provisional authorization to work at the time they apply, eliminating fees, and automatically renewing their ability to stay in the US if their allotted time expires while they’re waiting for work permits.” These changes would most positively impact new arrivals, however. There are large numbers of people who have been in the state for a year or more who are still in limbo.

For these individuals, changes to federal immigration law that improve its efficiency and remove red tape will be most effective if these changes are forthcoming? Many immigrants and immigrant rights organizations are not hopeful, especially given that the Biden administration once forced to compromise with Republicans over immigration reform to secure funding for Ukraine and Israel. Some of the changes Republicans have suggested would make it more difficult in general to immigrate to or work in the United States. Their proposals include increasing the standard by which “credible fear of persecution” is judged, mandating detention of asylum seekers, making it easier for the DHS to deport people, and restricting the humanitarian parole program. Negotiations continued this week as Congress returned from holiday break.

Yogi Berra said of Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris hitting back-to-back home runs that it was déjà vu all over again, but many candidates will have been talking about US politics. While immigration reform and military spending for Ukraine and Israel are debated this week, we must also look toward the potential for a government shutdown again – Republicans in the House of Representatives are threatening to allow the government to shut down on January 19th if Democrats do not agree to strict new border controls. Speaker of the House Mike Johnson struck a deal with Democrats last year to extend funding for some government departments until the 19th, while funding for others expires on February 2nd unless another deal can be made. Therefore, the shutdown on the 19th would only be partial. Nonetheless, dysfunction at the highest levels is obvious and seemingly unending.

On January 5th, the US Citizenship and Immigration Services issued policy guidance on analyzing an employer’s ability to pay the proffered wage for immigration petitions in certain first, second, and third preference employment-based immigrant visa classifications, including instances when the sponsored worker is changing employers.

Routinely, employers seeking to classify prospective or current employees under the first-, second-, and third-preference employment-based immigrant visa classifications that required a job offer needed to demonstrate their continuing ability to pay the proffered wage to the beneficiary as of the priority date of the immigration petition until the beneficiary obtains lawful permanent residence. Immigrants in need of assistance are reminded that unforeseen circumstances, such as natural catastrophes (hurricanes, wildfires, severe weather, etc.), national emergencies (public health emergencies), severe illness (including COVID), or conflicts abroad, can sometimes affect the processing of their USCIS application, petition, or immigration request.

USCIS has discretion to take measures on a case-by-case basis upon request if applicants have been affected by an unforeseen circumstance. Assistance can be found by calling the USCIS Contact Center at 800–375–5283. For people with disabilities (TTY) 800–787–1633 or (VRS) 777–709–5979. In order to request an expedite through the Contact Center, applicants must already have filed a benefit request and have a receipt number.
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Chinatown YMCA
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physical needs but also offering emotional comfort and social connections. We really came through as a community, from material donations to volunteering efforts, demonstrating the community’s commitment to the cause.

A remarkable achievement of the program lay in its exceptional capacity to foster unity within a diverse and eclectic community. Individuals hailing from a multitude of backgrounds and neighborhoods across the expansive city of Boston came together, seamlessly intertwining their strengths to establish a formidable network of support for the migrant families under the aegis of the Chinatown YMCA.

“We all come into this life with traditional boundaries that separate us,” Sanders said. “This collective effort we all undertook as the city of Boston became a powerful catalyst, shattering pre-existing barriers and cultivating a profound culture of empathy and collaborative action. The synergy of this diverse coalition not only exemplified the program’s success but also underscored the transformative potential that emerges when people from varied walks of life unite for a common cause.”

For Sanders, it’s all about the shared experiences, mutual understanding, and an implicitly understood commitment to uplifting others that do not always need to be verbalized.

“The success speaks for itself,” Sanders added. “This program not only addressed the immediate needs of migrant families but also sowed the seeds for a more interconnected and compassionate community, where the tapestry of diversity is celebrated as a source of strength and resilience.” In short, the program would not be worth introducing without a commitment from all concerned to guarantee that this garden would bear fruit for many years to come.

The program encountered various challenges, including linguistic diversity and logistical issues. One of the most significant challenges was the language barrier. The migrant families came from diverse linguistic backgrounds, making effective communication a critical issue. Sanders’ team tackled this by employing a multilingual approach.

“We was the obvious need to recruit volunteers and staff members who spoke a variety of languages, including Haitian Creole, Spanish, and other languages prevalent to the migrant communities,” Sanders said. “This strategy not only facilitated better communication but also helped in building trust and support among the families, making them feel understood and welcomed.” Sanders’ makes a great point here to remind that her team displayed resilience and innovated in overcoming these obstacles, utilizing the YMCA’s multilingual resources and developing efficient logistical strategies.

Sanders envisions the YMCA playing a continuous role in supporting not just migrant families but all those in need across Boston. The potential for scaling this model to other YMCA centers in the city presents an opportunity for broader community impact.

“We needed to broaden the scope of support,” Sanders said. “To do that, the YMCA collaborated with local health clinics, legal aid services, and educational institutions. These agencies included the Department of Public Health, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation, ABDC, and Governor Healey’s office. These partnerships allowed the program to offer comprehensive services, including health check-ups, legal counseling, and language classes. This holistic approach ensured that the families received support beyond immediate physical needs, addressing their overall well-being and integration into the community.”

The YMCA’s program also emphasized emotional and educational support, particularly for children. Sanders highlights the efforts made by the YMCA staff to provide a stable environment for children, engaging them in educational and recreational activities, fostering a sense of normality and stability. The program’s approach was marked by a deep understanding and respect for the cultural diversity of the migrant families. This cultural sensitivity helped in building trust and ensuring that the support provided was relevant and respectful of the families’ backgrounds and traditions.

“We needed to see this as an opportunity to establish long-lasting relationships with the families served,” Sanders said. “We needed to draw hope from the possibility that these families would eventually become active members of the YMCA community, reflecting the YMCA’s commitment to long-term community integration and support.”

For Sanders, The Chinatown YMCA’s program serves as an exemplary model for community-led initiatives. It demonstrates the effectiveness of local organizations in responding to societal challenges while fostering long-term community engagement and support.

“An integral part of the program’s evolution was the continuous incorporation of feedback from both the migrant families and the volunteers. This feedback loop allowed for ongoing improvements, ensuring that the program remained responsive and effective in meeting the families’ changing needs.”
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Looking ahead, Sanders and her team aim to expand the scope of their community support initiatives. This includes not only replicating the model in other areas but also integrating more educational and vocational support components, aiming to provide comprehensive assistance to families in their journey towards stability and self-reliance. Its comprehensive approach, cultural sensitivity, and emphasis on building lasting relationships set a new standard for community engagement and support.

Sanders reflects on lessons learned from this experience: “As Boston and other cities continue to welcome new populations, the lessons learned and the legacy of this program provide valuable insights and inspiration for future community initiatives.”
This story was reported and written by Boston University students Mitch Fink, Frankie Puleo, Audrey Tamburro and Ella Willis. The students were participants in the Fall 2023 Race and Gender in the Media Class in the College of Communications. Photos are by Mitch Fink.

The Vietnamese-American community has long been a thriving force in Fields Corner. They have raised families, built businesses and transformed a busy Dorchester Avenue stretch into Little Saigon, rich with cultural experiences.

But aside from cuisine and smattering of events, the city’s Vietnamese community has largely been invisible in the local news. Coverage has been lacking on pressing social issues and is often misrepresented of the rich cultural experiences of the people who call the area home.

In fact, news reports center mostly on the food, with little depth on the Vietnamese-American people who have transformed that area, according to an analysis of media reports and interviews with Asian-American civic and political leaders.

“In terms of the day to day, I would probably say it’s pretty rare to find any kind of coverage of the Vietnamese community,” said Tri Tran, former co-chair of the board of the Vietnamese Community of Massachusetts. “Anything specific to Fields Corner, anything specific to the Vietnamese community has been minimal, I would say, unless there’s something extraordinary of note to mention.”

The end of the Vietnam War in 1975, many Vietnamese immigrants found refuge in Fields Corner. They transformed the area, building homes and new businesses and becoming an essential part of the community. Vietnamese-Americans are 75% of the Asian-American population in Dorchester, according to Vietnamese American Initiative for Development, a nonprofit, community building organization.

Fields Corner, a diverse mix of Irish, Black and Asian people, holds the fifth largest Vietnamese population in the U.S. and is newly the fourth-cultural district in Boston.

Today, Fields Corner is home to more than 13,000 Vietnamese residents. The Little Saigon District was officially recognized by Boston in 2021.

Despite this official recognition, the media coverage generally ignores key issues that affect the Vietnamese community in particular, such as housing, healthcare, and city policies that affect residents’ daily lives.

Local news coverage of the neighborhood — including in the Boston Globe and other prominent outlets — is often incomplete.

The neighborhood newspaper, the Dorchester Reporter, has provided adequate coverage of the Vietnamese community, but local leaders say there is a lack of Asian American and Pacific Islander journalists covering the community overall, which means their issues don’t often get pushed to the fore.

According to a 2021 study by the Asian American Journalists Association, Boston is one of 13 designated U.S. market areas that underrepresents AAPI people. The study also notes that Boston’s WFXT — a local news channel affiliated with FOX — has no Asian American on-air staff.

A multipart series by WBUR, called The State of Race, is one example. While the project highlighted “Black and brown” disparities, it only included one Asian American expert and that person was not from Vietnam.

The harm of such underrepresentation assumes that the Vietnamese community has few disparities worth reporting, local leaders say. Coverage informs studies — if issues like adequate housing and civic services go uncovered, then policies will correspondingly neglect these issues, said Andrew Leong, a law professor at UMass Boston.

Undercoverage of distinct communities renders them invisible to a city’s policy development and larger public view issues relevant to the Vietnamese community.

The media is also often late in its reporting. For instance, Khoa Pham was appointed to his position as a former city liaison to the Vietnamese community in 2016 but didn’t receive coverage until a year and a half later.

These lapses suggested that “reporters wouldn’t cover anything that wasn’t hot off the press and didn’t want to attend the civil meetings,” said Pham.

Lack of Political Representation

Minimal political representation is largely responsible for the lack of Vietnamese media coverage in Fields Corner, according to Tran.

Tran said other communities have been able to rally around Boston lawmakers — such as City Councilors at-Large Ruthzee Loujouneau, who is Haitian American, and Julia Mejia, who is from the Dominican Republic. But there has been no Vietnamese person elected to the council. In fact, Tran Nguyen, who was elected in 2018 to represent the 18th Essex District, was the first Vietnamese American woman elected to the state’s House of Representatives.

“The Vietnamese community is the only major community in Boston that doesn’t have political representation,” said Tran. “I’d probably attribute the lack of coverage to that, as well. And that also attributes to the Vietnamese community’s kind of unsung, low-key role within the city.”

Without representation in office, some in the Vietnamese community do not vote. Indeed, voting turnout has been a longstanding issue in Fields Corner, Tran said, plus the community hasn’t united around a political candidate — at least, not yet.

“The Vietnamese community in Fields Corner hasn’t really found someone yet to be that standard-bearer,” said Tran.

Pham added participating civically can be a challenge for many Vietnamese residents of Boston.

“Coming here fighting gentrification, fighting cost of living, and just trying to make ends meet and you don’t get a chance to participate,” said Pham.

Lack of Disaggregated Data

Leong, the UMass Boston professor, said a lack of sampling data on the community is responsible for underreporting in health and other matters in the Vietnamese community.

“We need to disaggregate much better in order to make sure that we serve our different communities in different ways,” said Leong.

He highlighted a 2022 study — “Data pointed to his position as a former city liaison to the Vietnamese community in 2016 but didn’t receive coverage until a year and a half later.

These lapses suggested that “reporters wouldn’t cover anything that wasn’t hot off the press and didn’t want to attend the civil meetings,” said Pham.

Lack of Political Representation

Minimal political representation is largely responsible for the lack of Vietnamese media coverage in Fields Corner, according to Tran.

Tran said other communities have been able to rally around Boston lawmakers — such as City Councilors at-Large Ruthzee Loujouneau, who is Haitian American, and Julia Mejia, who is from the Dominican Republic. But there has been no Vietnamese person elected to the council. In fact, Tran Nguyen, who was elected in 2014 to represent the 18th Essex District, was the first Vietnamese American woman elected to the state’s House of Representatives.

“The Vietnamese community is the only major community in Boston that doesn’t have political representation,” said Tran. “I’d probably attribute the lack of coverage to that, as well. And that also attributes to the Vietnamese community’s kind of unsung, low-key role within the city.”

Without representation in office, some in the Vietnamese community do not vote. Indeed, voting turnout has been a longstanding issue in Fields Corner, Tran said, plus the community hasn’t united around a political candidate — at least, not yet.

“The Vietnamese community in Fields Corner hasn’t really found someone yet to be that standard-bearer,” said Tran.

Pham added participating civically can be a challenge for many Vietnamese residents of Boston.

“Coming here fighting gentrification, fighting cost of living, and just trying to make ends meet and you don’t get a chance to participate,” said Pham.

Lack of Disaggregated Data

Leong, the UMass Boston professor, said a lack of sampling data on the community is responsible for underreporting in health and other matters in the Vietnamese community.

“We need to disaggregate much better in order to make sure that we serve our different communities in different ways,” said Leong.

He highlighted a 2022 study — “Data..."
from the 2020 Decennial Census and American Community Survey — from UCLA's Institute for Asian American Studies as an example of how researchers are still aggregating data on the Asian American population in Boston. "They're not teasing it out," he said. "They're not disaggregating for folks in Chinatown versus in Fields Corner."

Leong said specificity is important to understand the precise needs of a particular community.

He said he’d like to see more coverage of the effect of chemicals on Vietnamese men, many of whom work in floor refinishing businesses and Vietnamese women who operate nail salons.

The coverage of nonprofit organizations, like Vietnamese American Civic Association and VietAID are also lacking. "It was in the media, but it only came up for the most part when there was trouble," Leong said. He emphasized a general theme of coverage appearing only surrounding negative events.

Leong brought up an assault involving actor Mark Wahlberg that occurred in Dorchester in 1988. Wahlberg assaulted two Vietnamese men while trying to steal beer and explicitly insulted them with Asian slurs. This incident, which sent one of the two Vietnamese men to prison, is representative of some of the violence faced by the Vietnamese community in Fields Corner, which at the time was a prison, is representative of some of the violence faced by the Vietnamese community.

In 2011, a Globe team chronicled poverty in Boston that featured the struggles of George Hyunh, then in high school, and his brother as they dealt with poverty while being raised by a Vietnamese mother who did not speak English. But besides the brothers, there were no other voices explicitly from the Vietnamese community in the series or highlighting the API community directly.

Hyunh, who now leads VietAID, participated as a teenager and now looks back at the coverage with some discomfort, even though he and the reporter, Billy Baker, became friends.

"I'm not sure what to say about our representation there and how accurate it was," Hyunh said. He didn’t understand why his story was important and had to be convinced to participate.

Another multi-part series of in-person and virtual forums about racial issues, "The State of Race" was produced as a partner- ship between GBH News, the Globe and NAACP Boston. The project includes more than 10 subtopics, including "Environmental Justice," "The Latino Housing Crisis" and "Equity in Business Ownership."

But Asian American issues — not to mention Vietnamese issues, specifically — were not mentioned.

According to Leong, Shirley Leung, a reporter at the Boston Globe, is one of the only Asian American voices represented in the series.

He said he sees a circular relationship between the media and the data on Asian American communities. "If they’re under-reported, they’re underserved," said Leong.

Hope for Little Saigon

Hyunh and Annie Le are two new faces of Vietnamese leadership in Fields Corner. While certain coverage has improved in the area since May 2021 with the establishment of the Little Saigon Cultural District, both Hyunh and Le have visions for future coverage.

Passionate about preserving and promoting Vietnamese culture, Le is the board president of Boston Little Saigon. In the past, she noticed the media would cover the Vietnamese in Fields Corner when it was related to crime.

"I feel like the media covering Dorchester as a whole a lot more focused on the negativity than on the positive that was happening," said Le. "There used to be a lot more coverage about shootings and crimes."

Le would prefer to see "more coverage around the policies that affect us."

As executive director of VietAID, a community development corporation founded in 1994 that provides economic and civic services for the Vietnamese community of Fields Corner, Hyunh pointed to positive coverage when Asian-American journalists are probing the community.

Hyunh highlighted a 2021 article in the Globe by reporter Deanna Pan that covered an Asian American self-defense course at VietAID in response to recent attacks on AAPI elders. Hyunh said the article accurately showed how Asian American students often feel overlooked and left out.

Hyunh said he would like to see coverage around youth activism in the community. "It would be great to cover some of the stories in the Vietnamese community is taking to foster a wave of young leaders wheth- er in the community, youth development and climate resilience work,” said Hyunh.

Pham, the community liaison, expressed a desire to see more news about what’s going on in the Vietnamese community, such as community organizations that provide food assistance in future coverage.

"Every day I see people waiting in line for hours just to get some groceries, like basic needs for them, especially the elderly community, but you know, that is not something that you would see in the media," said Pham.

Pham, the community liaison, expressed a desire to see more news about what’s going on in the Vietnamese community, such as community organizations that provide food assistance in future coverage.

"Every day I see people waiting in line for hours just to get some groceries, like basic needs for them, especially the elderly community, but you know, that is not something that you would see in the media," said Pham.

One Hundred Years Strong
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and threw my cigarettes away and I never smoked after that," he told Sampan when he lives in a good place. A woman prepares a weekly schedule for everyone and they have music. "I try not to miss any of that. And I’m fortunate to have my son nearby. He’s only ten minutes away."

Both Guen and Schwartz work at "aging well." They stay focused on their health and balancing all the aspects of living. Sampan spoke to Dr. Thomas T. Perls, Director of the New England Centenarian Study and Professor of Medicine and Geriatrics at Boston University about creating a balance of the mind, body and spirit for a long life.

He specializes in epidemiology, genetics of aging, and exceptional longevity. The New England Centenarian Study, started in 1995, is the largest and most comprehensive study of centenarians in the world. It aims not to focus on the fountain of youth but on what Perls refers to as "the fountain of aging well." He suggests that one reason why the mind/body/spirit connection may contribute to longevity is that it helps a person manage their stress.

Epilogue

At 102, Phil Schwartz says that he tries to be nice to everyone. "I don’t discriminate against anybody...I try to be as nice and as friendly as I can be. People have to be nice to each other because we all have the same problems. Try to be good to each other. Try to help each other. Be friendly with each other.”

At 101, Amy Guen’s activism and deep commitment to community keep her moving. She still participates in activities which have important meaning to her. Sampan recently saw her at a Community Forum on Violence in Boston. Her active schedule has proven pivotal in living a long, healthy, happy life.
Real Women Have Curves Premieres in a Funny, Poignant, and Memorable Musical

By Harmony Witte

The American Repertory Theater has another big hit in the making with Real Women Have Curves: The Musical! (Book by Lisa Loomer, additional material by Nell Benjamin.) The show opened recently to excited crowds and is introducing a new generation of people to the story of big dreamer, Ana Garcia. The musical is significantly different from the 2002 award-winning film (Josefina Lopez and George Lavox’s screenplay based on the play by Josefina Lopez) in all the right ways. Aside from it being a musical, the story has been updated and some of the interactions with Ana’s overly protective mother have been made more palatable, possibly resulting in Ana’s overly protective mother having been updated and some of the interactions with Ana’s overly protective mother have been made more palatable, possibly resulting in some of the interactions with Ana’s overly protective mother having been updated and some of the interactions with Ana’s overly protective mother have been made more palatable, possibly resulting in

The musical is set in 1987 Los Angeles and 18-year-old Ana has just graduated high school. She is ready to start an internship before she heads off to college in New York. Her dreams must be put on hold so that she can help her family in their garment factory. Ana’s mother expects her to sacrifice her dreams the way she herself had done for her family. Ana is faced with a choice, to follow the path she wants, or lay down her dreams for her family.

The musical is ready to start an internship before she heads off to college in New York. Her dreams must be put on hold so that she can help her family in their garment factory. Ana’s mother expects her to sacrifice her dreams the way she herself had done for her family. Ana is faced with a choice, to follow the path she wants, or lay down her dreams for her family.

Actor Sandra Valls said “I play Ana’s queer cousin, Fulvia. I am so grateful for this role. Representation matters.” When asked about her favorite memory from the production she answered, “I have so many. But my very favorite was the very first time we danced the Curves number and rehearsed the disrobing down to our underwear. It was a closed rehearsal but still. This was huge for me. I’ve always loved my body, but like so many other people, I have had reservations about showing certain parts. I don’t even wear sleeveless shirts or tight clothes. I never thought this moment would be so empowering. This moment…this—is-me-take-it-or-leave-it moment…this-is-my body-and-I-love-it moment! I love it. Now, I have great love for my body now. It changed me. I hope it does the same for the audience.

The mother in the film version is withholding and cruel, lashing out for no apparent reason, never hesitating to put Ana down. This has been significantly toned down in the musical leaving a vacuum for an antagonist. In the musical this was filled by curmudgeon businesswoman, Mrs. Wright played by Yvette Gonzalez-Nacer who plays a much larger role in this production than her counterpart in the film. Gonzalez-Nacer had a delightful musical number with some of the best choreography of the entire show.

There were several stand-out performances in this production. Lacy Godinez was a magnetic force as Ana. Satya Chavez stood out as Izel, a young undocumented immigrant who works in the garment factory. She had a beautiful song about being a bird flying free that was mixed with the perfect amount of humor and hope. Carla Jimenez stood out as Pancha who has excellent comedic timing and a powerful singing voice. Florencia Cuenca was pitch perfect as Estela, Ana’s older sister and the owner of the garment factory. Mason Reeves made for an adorably awkward love interest as Henry. His dance moves blew away the audience spotlighting the unique choreography by Sergio Trujillo who did double duty as choreographer and director. Justina Machado was the stand-out performer as Ana’s overprotective, goading mother. She managed to make the character sympathetic with her complex acting and compelling singing.

Jennifer Sanchez, who plays Rosalie, said of the repertory time leading up to the show, “The great thing about being with a director since the beginning is being able to watch it shift and grow, which is such a unique opportunity. It also allows room for input from the actor and that type of collaboration is the dream. But I knew when I heard the first demos (from our composers Joy Huerta and Benjamin Velez) that it was a really beautiful and special piece.” When asked about the pre-production time, Carla Jimenez who plays Pancha said it was “Stressful! I haven’t done a stage show for a long time. It’s been years of being on a studio set, it was a little scary getting back to theater, but also exciting. “

A big theme in this musical is illegal immigration. Ana’s parents are in the US illegally and rely on her to deal with landlord’s and institutions. The threat of ICE raids or being picked up while going about their daily business looms large over the family and workers at the garment factory.

It’s timely subject matter even though the musical is set during the Reagan era. When one of the characters is captured by immigration officials and held in detention Ana goes to visit. Ana states that she is a legal citizen and the guard sneers “you all smell the same to me!”

The music in the production is excellent and memorable. The songs linger in the audience’s mind, and they may find themselves humming some of the tunes long after the show is over.

The play features an original score by Joy Huerta, a Grammy Award-winning artist (who is also known for being half of the Mexican pop duo Jesse&Joy) as well as Benjamin Velez. The show had singular lyricism with a song that went from singing of juggling, to hustling, to struggling, the words rhyming and with notable lyrics such as “in this familia we have blood thicker than mole.”

This show is bound to follow in A.R.T.’s Jagged Little Pill and Waitress’ footsteps and find its way to Broadway where the music and the choreography, clever sets, wonderful acting, and the heartwarming story will ensure a long and successful run. There is a schedule available at https://americanrepertorytheater.org of access performances with ASL Interpretation, audio described, open captioned, relaxed, and Spanish captioning to ensure everyone can enjoy the show.
Happy Lunar New Year

Wishing you and your family a healthy and happy Year of the Dragon.

Keep you and your loved ones in good health this year and schedule a visit.

For adult appointments, please call 800.483.0521 to book an appointment in Chinese. For pediatric appointments, please call 617.636.1337 and speak to a member of our bilingual staff. To see all of our Chinese-speaking doctors, visit: tuftsmedicine.org/find-a-doctor.

讓您和您所愛的人今年身體健康，並安排一次訪問。

成人預訂請撥打800.483.0521進行中文預訂。如果兒科預約，請致電617.636.1337並與我們的雙語工作人員聯繫。要查看我們所有講中文的醫生，請訪問：tuftsmedicine.org/find-a-doctor。

If you are unable to pay, visit our website at tuftsmedicine.org/financialassistance where you can review, download, and print information to learn about available financial assistance programs. Tufts Medical Center’s Financial Assistance Policy and Application are available free of charge on the website and through Financial Coordination. You may request to have one mailed to you. You can email financialassistance@tuftsmedicalcenter.org or call 617.636.6013.
### South Cove Community Health Center

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Clinic Name</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Operating Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Washington St. Clinic</td>
<td>Adult Medicine, Pediatrics, Podiatry, Social Services</td>
<td>Mon-Fri: 8:30AM – 5:00PM, Sat: 8:30AM – 1:00PM (Adult Med. and Pediatrics ONLY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WALK-INS AVAILABLE, APPOINTMENTS RECOMMENDED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South St. Clinic</td>
<td>OB/GYN, Dentistry, Optometry, Mammography, Bone Density, Family Planning, Behavioral Health and WIC</td>
<td>Mon-Fri: 8:30AM – 5:00PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quincy</td>
<td>Hancock St. Clinic</td>
<td>Adult Medicine, 340B Pharmacy, Social Services</td>
<td>Mon-Fri: 8:30AM – 5:00PM, Sat: 8:30AM – 12:30PM (Pediatrics ONLY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OB/GYN, Pediatrics, Dentistry, Optometry, Behavioral Health, Family Planning, and Social Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malden</td>
<td>Commercial St. Clinic</td>
<td>Adult Medicine, OB/GYN, Pediatrics, Optometry, Social Services</td>
<td>Mon-Fri: 8:30AM – 5:00PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Job Announcements

- Certified Medical Assistant (FT) – Boston/ Malden
- Credentialing Assistant (FT) – Boston
- RN (FT) OR LPN (FT) – Boston/ Quincy/Malden
- Dental Hygienist (FT) – Boston/ Quincy
- Dental Assistant (FT) – Boston/ Quincy
- Social Service Assistant (FT) – Boston/Malden
- Referral Coordinator (FT) – Boston
- LICSW/LMH (FT) – Boston/ Quincy
- Birthing Coach (FT) – Boston
- BIDMC Interpreter (FT) – Boston
- Registered Dietitian/ RN Diabetes Educator (PT) – Boston

Contact: Le.jiang@scchc.org
“Objects of Addiction” Exhibit Confronts America’s Profiteering in China’s Opium Wars

By Ryan Lundgren

At the entrance to “Objects of Addiction”, a new exhibit at the Harvard Art Museums, is displayed, front and center, a very large opium smoking pipe. Its size and elaborate design indicate that it was not a commoner’s opium pipe. This piece, being chosen as the front facing display of the exhibition, speaks to the widespread use of opium in China during the Opium War period and the powerfully consuming and destructive nature of this addiction.

The Opium Wars occurred between 1839 and 1860 and left behind devastating social, economic and psychological damage on China and its people. These wars saw China cede territory to foreign states and were a major contributing factor to the instability which led to the collapse of the Qing Dynasty which subsequently brought about the Chinese Civil War. The consequences of the wars however were not limited to within China’s borders: the wars continued to influence China’s diplomacy, led to vicious immigration laws that targeted the Chinese American community, and fanned the flames of anti-Chinese racism already present in American society at that time.

The Harvard Art Museums’ exhibition “Objects of Addiction” examines the intertwined histories of the origins and impacts of opium in China during the 19th and 20th centuries and the opium trade’s interaction with the histories of Harvard, the Chinese art trade and the role of Massachusetts merchants in the trade, and China’s relations with the West in a fight against imperialism. The exhibition also examines the individual and social impacts of addiction — both past and present — and allows visitors to draw comparisons between the Opium Wars era and modern America’s visitors to draw comparisons between the treatment, and resources that people need.

“Today”, she said, “the overdose death rate in Massachusetts is topping 2,300 individuals per year; we can learn from the past and choose to adopt harm reduction measures that will save lives.”

Setting the story straight about China’s Opium Wars is important. now than ever before because the economic and political tensions between China and the U.S. are at an all time high. This was especially true during the pandemic when Trump accused China of starting COVID 19. Laursen has been pleased to hear from many Chinese in part through the chaos that followed the Opium Wars. “Just because that history is underrecognized consequences of these wars however were not limited to within China’s borders: the wars continued to influence China’s diplomacy, led to vicious immigration laws that targeted the Chinese American community, and fanned the flames of anti-Chinese racism already present in American society at that time.

In a visit with Curator Sarah Laursen, she shared with Sampan her extensive knowledge about the many pieces that were carefully chosen for this show. The artifacts offer a unique glimpse into the past and present of addiction, colonialism, and racism. The stigma around opium initially resulted in the Qing government imposing harsh punishments for people experiencing addiction, rather than offering the empathy, treatment, and resources that people need- ed. “Today”, she said, “the overdose death rate in Massachusetts is topping 2,300 individuals per year; we can learn from the past and choose to adopt harm reduction measures that will save lives.”

Explaining the formal process for art and historical repatriation of some of the pieces displayed in the exhibit, Lauren described that international laws tended to change often during this time period and usually without much formal record keeping. “How did it come to Harvard?? In many cases, we do not know their precise sources nor the circumstances of their movement but we do not lack for documentation. For most U.S. collections of Asian art it is rarely possible to reconstruct the complete chain of ownership. But there are some questions we can start to answer: How can we work with source countries to better document, care for, and understand these objects? How can we curtail the black market? What could ethical collecting or sharing of cultural objects offer a unique glimpse into the past and present of addiction, colonialism, and racism. The stigma around opium initially resulted in the Qing government imposing harsh punishments for people experiencing addiction, rather than offering the empathy, treatment, and resources that people need.

Lauren walked us through the “Opioids Then and Now” section of the exhibit where addiction was not presented as a moral failing or a conscious choice. “It can happen to anyone, and the purveyors of these drugs often sell them to people with full knowledge of their addictiveness and potentially fatal effects.” The exhibit leads the visitor to consider a person experiencing substance use disorders with respect and empathy, understand the challenges they face in recovery, and support them by promoting life-saving measures like Opioid Prevention Centers and distribution of Naran.

Laursen hopes that the exhibition and its insight into the art trade during the 20th century can help to make the practice of collecting Chinese art more ethical. “By reexamining the formation of early 20th-century museum collections—as well as the underrecognized consequences of these initial acquisitions—we become better equipped to shape our policies for ethical collecting in the future.”

The exhibit in the first room helps to illustrate the devastating impact of opium on Chinese society and the bubbling racism in Western societies. There are various images of people using opium, an image showing the dreadfully painful life of an addict that can be construed as a warning from Chinese officials to the public about opium. There are depictions of the Chinese from the West which utilized racist and unsympathetic stereotypes about Chinese people at that time. The second room takes a closer look at the history of opio- olds and how they continue to kill people in the present. There was an educational video from a Harvard edX course showing how opioids impact the body. There was a wall where people could write down their thoughts about the show and share their personal experiences. There was also a drop box where people could submit their writings to be preserved in the Harvard Art Museums Archives should they not want to display them publicly.

Laursen admits that, in Boston itself, Americans profited from opium which they trafficked and traded in and out of China. US museums built their collections in part through the chaos that followed the Opium Wars. “Just because that history has been invisible to many of us until now, it does not mean that we have not directly or indirectly benefited from this dark stain in US history.

The exhibition will be open to the public until this Sunday, January 14th. Visitors to the exhibition can pick up a 24-page booklet which ties together the themes of the exhibition with three essays and are welcome to explore additional program- ming online.

For more information: https://harvardartmuseums.org/exhibiti ons/6265/objects-of-addiction-opium- empire-and-the-chinese-art-trade

Linden Ponds® is the South Shore’s premier senior living community. Here, you gain more than a stylish apartment home, you gain an extraordinary way of life!

• Enjoy time and freedom from the hassle of house repairs.
• Experience resort-style amenities just steps from your door.
• Discover peace of mind with additional levels of on-site care should you need them.

Get your FREE brochure! Call 1-888-287-6515 or visit LindenPonds.com today.
Representation, Discrimination, and Stereotypes in Ballet

By Angela Yuan

The classical art form of ballet that we know today was established in 18th century Europe. Many different countries such as Russia, France, Italy, and Germany, developed their own style of ballet that corresponded with the influences of the time. Around the 20th century, the art form spread across the world and widely retained the European style choreography until recently. In the United States, more and more companies are straying away from pure Eurocentric traditions and incorporating more diverse cultural influences.

One of the controversial productions is “Nutcracker,” usually showcased around the holidays, featuring Clara and a Nutcracker Prince traveling through different lands from different ethnicities. The classic Nutcracker story is based on E.T.A. Hoffmann’s “The Nutcracker and Mouse King” which is one of the lands that Clara dances, which is one of the lands that Clara travels to. In many instances, dancers will infuse their makeup with saffron powder to add a yellow tinge to imitate east Asian ethnicities and wear geisha wigs with chopsticks woven in despite this hairstyle never being used in Chinese culture. Furthermore, eyeliner is used to slim a dancer’s eyes to mimic the stereotypical “small eyes” that east Asians often have. In terms of the choreography, dancers usually enter the stage shuffling and bobbing their heads while excessively bowing. These stereotypical portrayals of Chinese people have negatively affected Asian dancers’ representation in ballet.

These instances of using makeup in a mocking demeanor can negatively affect individuals by perpetuating harmful stereotypes, fostering an environment of discrimination, and undermining efforts toward inclusivity. Additionally, the costumes that many companies use for an ethnicity group are often misrepresented. For example, American Ballet Theatre Soloist Zhong Jing describes in an interview in “What’s the Tea?” that she noticed “Some of the productions mock the costume, face, and fingers” of the Chinese people that doesn’t resonate with “Chinese culture at all.” And another Chinese principal dancer, at Philadelphia Ballet, who played the main lead in the dance said “the costume was not Chinese at all.” Like many others, he had to wear a paddy hat with a fake ponytail wig along with a mix of random colors as a shirt. These misrepresentations not only reinforce existing stereotypes but also address an inaccurate message to Chinese people that their “culture” is a source of entertainment often made fun of.

It also doesn’t just stop at Chinese people. Many of these issues faced by Asian dancers have affected African and Middle Eastern dancers as well and even to a stronger degree. Many dark-toned dancers face issues in inappropriate uses of blackface and are underrepresented in ballet supplies. In 2019, Misty Copeland, a principal ballet dancer at ABT, called out a Russian ballet theater for its use of blackface in “La Bayadère,” a tragic love story set in India. The director’s response was that “the ballet had been performed the same way for many years” and rejected her criticisms. In many similar circumstances, directors of prominent companies have responded to complaints with the excuse that it’s been a tradition for many years. However, dancers like Copeland are not asking them to cancel the dance but rather revise it with more accurate and appropriate representations of minority groups. Additionally, dark-skinned ballerinas, more than any other minority group, face challenges in finding ballet attire that matches their skin tone. This lack of representation stems from the fact that ballet attire was always designed for white dancers and rooted in Eurocentric ideals. As a result, dark-skinned dancers spend extra money and time to alter ballet attire to match their skin tone, highlighting one of the many disadvantages that they face.

Additionally, people of color often face discrimination in casting due to preconceived notions, stereotypes, or traditional expectations, resulting in roles not solely based on talent. Lia Cirio, a principal ballet dancer at Boston Ballet, expresses how ballet casting directors make assumptions about “her ethnicity and body and decide not to cast her for a specific role.” To add on, one of the directors even said they didn’t like the way her face looked and decided she couldn’t play any of the “softer” princess roles. Former Pacific Northwest Ballet soloist Kyon Gaines also recalls a time when he wasn’t casted for a ballet because “there wouldn’t have been people of color in the aristocracy at the time and [the choreographer was] trying to stay authentic.” Such instances undermine talented individuals who don’t fit the ideal “European look” of a princess/queen and become subject to play roles that seem more “fitting” based on their looks: suppressing them of opportunities and limiting the recognition of their true artistic capabilities. This issue plays into a larger problem of representation in the ballet world. Young dancers, who seek inspiration from professional dancers, may find it disheartening when lead roles are consistently limited to specific appearances that don’t align with themselves. Nonetheless in recent years it has become apparent that more and more companies are diversifying their dancers.

Chen Daoyuan, Artistic Director of N&D ballet, a company based in Lexington, MA., spoke with SAMPAN about the benefits of diversity in ballet: “The increased number of principal dancers from diverse racial backgrounds is really great. The dancers with different backgrounds can showcase their talent and passion for the art form.”

Pacific Northwest Ballet, based out of Seattle, has a current roster of more than 50% Black, Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC). It is in the vanguard of the many American companies that are striving for a more inclusive ballet world.

Fortunately, ballet companies have started working on adjusting their choreography and costume designs to showcase genuine Chinese culture. In 2018, according to Balanchine Trust, which owns the rights to Balanchine’s work, the organization allowed companies to change the choreography. Following that, numerous companies such as New York City Ballet, Ballet West, and Boston Ballet, have begun changing the choreography to something that resonates with Chinese culture. For example, Ballet West changed the original dance to feature a Chinese warrior fighting a Chinese dragon, Boston Ballet has introduced new choreography inspired by Chinese ribbon dancing traditions, and City Ballet has modified the shuffling and bowing choreography with more generic hand gestures. Changes like these are crucial in representing cultures as accurately and non-offensively as possible.

More and more organizations and initiatives are forming to elevate different ethnic cultures in ballet productions. Final Bow for Yellowface is an initiative spearheaded by Phil Chan and Georgina Pazcoguin that works with almost every American ballet company to create more positive and nuanced representations of Asians in ballet. They are also hosting a 2021 Virtual Choreography Festival called “10,000 Dreams” which showcases works from Asian choreographers, creating ethnic representations that are culturally meaningful and engaging to all audiences.

It is important to reflect on the progress that ballet companies are making to promote diversity and ensure accurate cultural representations in productions, recognizing that each step forward is a stride toward a more inclusive and vibrant future for ballet.

Birmingham Royal Ballet’s production of “The Nutcracker.” Photo portrayal of dancers in yellowface makeup and pointed fingers. (Courtesy: Birmingham Royal Ballet)

Dancers from Ballet West perform the “Chinese Tea” dance in 1950. Note the use of makeup to slim down the eyes, and the costumes designed to mock Chinese culture. (Courtesy: Ballet West)

Dancers using pointy fingers, rice paddy hat and Fu Manchu mustache for the man and geisha wigs for the women. Photo taken at City Ballet in 2015. (Courtesy: City Ballet)
Events Calendar

- Free Admission to Franklin Park Zoo & Stone Zoo on MLK Day 2024
  When: Monday, Jan 15, 2024, 9am - 4pm
  Where: Franklin Park Zoo & (Stone Zoo). 1 Franklin Park Rd., Boston, MA
  Please note: Last admission is at 3:00 p.m.
  https://www.zoonewengland.org/engage/free-admission-on-martin-luther-king-jr-day/

- Martin Luther King Jr. Day: Free Admission to ICA Boston
  When: Monday, Jan 15, 2024, 11am - 5pm
  Where: Institute of Contemporary Art. 25 Harbor Shore Drive, Boston, MA 02210
  https://www.icaboston.org/events/martin-luther-king-jr-day-free-admission/

- Free MFA Admission on MLK Day 2024: Museum of Fine Arts Open House
  When: Monday, Jan 15, 2024, 11am - 5pm
  Where: Museum of Fine Arts. 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA
  https://www.mfa.org/

- Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service
  Join us as we celebrate and honor the legacies of activism here in the City of Boston!
  • Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Service
    When: Monday, Jan 15, 2024, 10am -5pm
    Where: Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum. Cambridge, MA 02138
    Admission: FREE
    https://www.mfa.org/calendar/dr-martin-luther-king-jr-day-service-01152024

- Yoga in the deCordova Museum
  When: Monday, Jan 15, 2024, 11am-12:30pm
  Where: deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum. 51 Sandy Pond Rd. Lincoln, MA 01773
  Admission: $20 non-members/16 members
  https://thedrumstick.com/event/192421/

- Boston Children's Chorus: "In The Name Of Love: 21st Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Tribute Concert"
  When: Monday, Jan 15, 2024, 4pm - 9pm
  Where: Symphony Hall. 301 Massachusetts Ave, Boston, MA 02115
  Admission: $15-$75
  https://bit.ly/3C5nTWO

- Real Women Have Curves: The Musical
  When: Wednesday, Dec 06, 2023 7:30pm - Sunday, Jan 21 2024 2:00pm
  Where: Loeb Drama Center. 64 Brattle Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
  Admission: $30+
  https://americanrepertorytheater.org/shows-events/real-women-have-curves/

- Lunchbox Moments by artist Amie Bantz
  When: Friday, Oct 27, 2023, 1pm - Saturday, Feb 25, 2024, 5pm
  Where: Pazi Arts Center, 38 Ash Street, Boston, MA 02111
  Admission: FREE
  https://www.paziartscenter.org/

- Don’t Close Your Eyes: Ukrainian Artists Respond to the War
  When: Thursday, Jan 11, 2024, 9am - Saturday, Feb 17, 2024, 9pm
  Where: The Umbrella Arts Center. 40 Stow St, Concord, MA 01742
  Admission: FREE
  https://theumbrellaarts.org/don/NE%28%00

- General's Park Ice Rink: FREE Outdoor Ice Skating in Quincy
  When: Friday, Dec 01, 2023, 12pm - Sunday, Feb 25, 2024, 8pm
  Where: General's Park. Ross Way, Quincy, MA 02169
  Admission: FREE
  https://quincomy.marcy.gov/info/activitie

- Ice Skating at MarketStreet Lynnfield
  Tuesday, Nov 14, 2023, 3pm - Sunday, Mar 03, 2024, 8pm
  Admission: FREE
  https://www.marketstreetlynnfield.com/ice-skating

- Ice Skating on the Frog Pond at Boston Common
  When: Tuesday, Nov 21, 2023 10am - Sunday, Mar 10, 2024 4pm
  Where: Frog Pond Boston Common Frog Pond, Boston, MA
  Admission: $10+
  https://bostonfrogpond.com/ice-skating/

- Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum
  When: Monday, Feb 20, 2023 - Sunday, Mar 31, 2024, 4pm
  Where: Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum. 306 Congress St, Boston, MA
  Admission: $34
  https://www.boston-teapartyships.com/

Job Corner

Tufts Medical Center-Boston, MA
- Position: HVAC Tech, Full Time, Day shift
  -High school diploma or equivalent
  -Current HVAC/Refrigeration License
  -Three (3) years of experience as an HVAC Technician required
- Position: Public Safety Officer 1 Part Time
  -High school diploma
  -Valid State issued driver’s license
  Website: tuftsmedicalcenter.org

Boston Medical Center-Boston, MA
- Position: Project Management Specialist, Full Time
  -Bachelor’s degree required; degree in health administration preferred. In some areas, equivalent work experience, particularly in healthcare, may substitute for education.
  -Three to five years minimum of project or healthcare administration experience required.
- Position: Certified Nursing Assistant - Per diem, Part Time
  -High school diploma or GED certificate
  -Certification in basic life support (BLS), including CPR certification (must be current or obtained within 30 days of employment)
  Apply at www.jobs.bmc.org
  Contact: Caroline Caffer, 617-414-7066, caroline.cafer@bmc.org

Boston Centerless
- Position: Customer Service Representative, Full Time, Woburn
  -2-5 years of experience in a Customer Service or similar role.
  -Systems Savvy. Experience with CRM systems, ERP systems and proficiency in MS Office Suite, including Outlook, Excel, Word, and PowerPoint is a must.
  -Proficiency in Spanish or Mandarin Chinese a huge plus!
  Apply at www.bostoncenterless.com
  Contact: Steven Vanaria, svanaria@bostoncenterless.com

Hilton Boston Logan Airport
- Position: Human Resources Manager, Full Time
  -Excellent communication and interpersonal skills.
  -Dependable and great customer service skills.
  -Salary based experience
- Position: Security Supervisor, Full Time
  -Dependable and great customer service skills
  -Salary: $25 per hour
- Position: Attendant-Room, Housekeeping Department Full Time
  -Dependable and great customer service skills
  -Starting wage $19.74, 12 Month wage $28.20 per hour
  To apply visit: https://jobs.hilton.com/us/en/hilton-boston-logan-airport-jobs

Boston Public School
- Position: Principal Account Clerk , Full Time
  -High school diploma or equivalency
  -Basic computer skills, including word processing, e-mail, and database programs
  -Knowledge of basic accounting principles
  -City of Boston residency required
- Position: Assistant Director of Health Services, Full Time
  -A Master’s degree in Nursing, Public Health or a Related Field
  -Current certification in CPR, First Aid, & AED
  -Minimum three (3) years working in an urban setting with diverse populations with proven effective and culturally responsive experience serving Black/ African American and Latinx populations and ability to lead others in conversations of race, racism and culture
- Position: Senior Computer Repair Technician Grade 29 Full Time
  -High school diploma or equivalency
  -Minimum of two years experience that includes configuration, installation and troubleshooting of workstations, servers, network devices and network infrastructure.
  -This experience must be in a WAN/LAN environment using the hardware and software installed and used by Boston Public Schools
- City of Cambridge Career Center
  -Position: Emergency Telecommunications Dispatchers, Full Time
  -A high school diploma or GED is required
  -Applicants will undergo a multi-part Dispatcher Screening Process.
  -Applicants must have the ability to type at least 30 WPM (net of errors). A typing test will be administered during the hiring process
- Salary $27.20 - $37.13 hourly
- Position: Social Worker / Baby U Coordinator, Full Time
  -Master's Degree Social Work and LCSW required, LCSW preferred
  -Salary $60,448 - $71,688 annually
- Position: Community Schools teacher, Full Time
  -Two years' experience working with school age children and a HS Diploma/GED required.
  -Salary $23.03 - $27.04 hourly
  Apply: https://phe.bbe.talesifter.net/phb02/ats/careers/x2/view Requirement?org=CAMBRIDGEMACwrs&379&rid=433

City of Boston
- Position: Senior Housing Officer to End Family Homelessness, Full Time
  -Minimum of four (4) years of experience in policy development, program evaluation, and design; stakeholder management, or related professional experience is required, including two (2) years in a project or program management capacity. Additional experience preferred.
  -A bachelor's degree in Policy, Public Administration, Public Health, Business or Social Welfare/Work may be substituted for two (2) years of the required experience.
  -Residency required
  -Salary range: $76,143.23 - $111,049.62
  Contact: Kelly Shay@Boston.Gov

Museum of Science
- Position: Sales Representative, Part Time
  -HS Diploma or equivalent
  -One or more years of sales experience
  -Salary $17.00/hour
- Position: CRM Systems Administrator, Full Time (40hrs/ week), Tuesday-Saturday
  -Proven track record in providing technical support to end-users, addressing system-related issues, and coordinating with developers for resolution required
  -Experience overseeing CRM or similar system upgrades, patches, and migrations, ensuring stability and minimal user disruption.
  -Salary range ($70,800-90,000 per year)
  -Position: Mechanical Systems Technician I, Full Time
  -3 or more years’ experience in the maintenance of building mechanical systems, or related mechanical trades work required.
  -Salary $35.00-45.00 per hour
  -Able to obtain OSHA 10 certification
  -Salary range $25.00-31.00 per hour
  Apply online at: https://mos.applicantpro.com/jobs
According to data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), firearm deaths in 2010 were accounted for by suicide.

There is no doubt that gun rights are a matter of life and death. The CDC has reported about 8 in 10 U.S. murders in 2021 involved a firearm. With the number of U.S. total gun deaths rapidly rising by 45% from 1993 to 2020, U.S. is exceeding their highest number of total gun deaths every year.

"Don't tell me there is no such thing as mental illness," Jinping T. Guttenberg, who grieved for her daughter who was killed when former student Nikolas Cruz opened fire in Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland Florida on February 14, 2018. Jaime Guttenberg's mother says, “Every day I live with the fact that Jaime's life was cut so short and that she was unable to show the world her full potential," That day when 17 people perished and dozens more were injured, an amass of parents empathized with Jaime’s parents when her father said, “Jaime will be forever 14, but it was not the age she wanted to leave her at or to teach her to drive. I couldn't wait to throw her a Sweet 16 party. I couldn't wait to see her have her first boyfriend, and yes, I had my dad's speech all worked out for whoever that boy was gonna be.”

The rapid overall increase in gun deaths in 2023, according to the FBI's Uniform Crime Reporting System, tiny children’s livelihood and well-being of the U.S. Since 2019-2023, these past two years that the CDC has been able to release a detailed count of the deaths among children and teens under 20 rose from 5,000 to 10,000 deaths from 2017 to 2019. Deaths from gun violence in the U.S.; the produce the Pew Research Center have stated that homici-de was the largest reason for gun deaths among children and teens in 2021, accounting for 60% of their deaths that year.

Survivors, victims, parents, children, teachers, students, and communities have experienced that gun violence should not be a part of growing up. Hannah Diyasgier, a survivor herself who lost her best friend to a gun shooting last year, counters the voices, “My childhood was snatched from me in a way. I should have had the normal 15 years… I should have had the normal 15 years.”

It may come as a surprise that accord-ing to Quinnipiac University Poll Finds for U.S. Support for Gun Control, more than 97% of Americans as well as gun owners support universal and expanded background checks, including 80% of Repub-lians. The question remains then why the number of gun violence events and deaths continue to appear and increase drastically.

"There is no democracy when people are afraid," says Jaime's parents, "and unable to vote or make choices that state legislators are making to do nothing... Gun violence happens in the most economically oppressed communities the most... access to healthcare, and these communities are all designed.” declares Tennessee House of Representative Justin J. Gilliam.

Experiencing a mass shooting can be incredibly traumatic, and lead to emotional states of shock, despair, and distress. Those impacted, even after the event, and may develop into major depression or post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as they were observed to be the most vulnerable to PTSD in a study led by the dean of the Boston University School of Public Health Sandro Galea, Assistant Professor Sarah Love of Yale University. In their interview with the Scientific American, victims were also found to sometimes develop anxiety dis-orders, panic attacks, substance use disor-ders, phobias and other issues.

Mass shootings have not only contributed to the increasing phenomenon of mass murders and a 3.4% ranking of gun murders in 2023 (compared with Missis-ippi, with a high of 33.9%). As we settle into 2024, the question poses itself, will it take for something to change may soon be replaced (logic willing) by more permanent and substantial, gun control legislation in Massachusetts and na-tionwide.
IN THE NEWS

FIRST NIGHT BOSTON 2024

Since 1976, Boston’s First Night has been a New Year’s Eve celebration of artistic performances, the wonders of the season, and the beginning of a new year. In keeping with this fantastic Boston tradition, the First Night celebration opens 2024 with an array of performances.

Tufts’ Cherish Chinatown Restaurant Challenge

“Students, faculty and staff from Tufts University made nearly 500 purchases at local Chinatown restaurants and bakeries for the university’s 3rd annual Cherish Chinatown Restaurant Challenge.”

波士顿首夜

自1976年以来，波士顿的第一夜一直是除夕庆祝艺术表演、季节奇观和新年开始的节日。为了秉承这一美妙的传统，除夕活动以一系列表演拉开2024年的序幕。

塔夫茨大学珍惜唐人街餐厅挑战赛

“塔夫茨大学的学生、教职员工在当地唐人街的餐馆和面包店购买了近500件商品，参加该大学第三届年度珍惜唐人街餐厅挑战赛。”